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Frost

Crystallized perceptions, silent, rest against the wall,

The whole collection of emotion bracing for the fall

That only makes another memory out of something Summer made,

While angry summer sunsets watch the broken sunlight fade.

And Autumn grows embittered, days grow too short to reflect

Upon the thoughts and aspirations slowly sinking to neglect.

And lonely hearts watch lonely moons grow rotten on the vine,

While cleavers cut like scythes through wheat two seasons once entwined.

And winter frost that wanders lost sees daydreams come unfurled.

The tides grow tired of watching with abandon as the world

Spins lone along a darkened path while Winter has its fling.

The only consolation, Gaea's worn-out shroud of Spring.

But loneliness to seasons never gives a second thought,

And Spring can't bring back hope from which our fleeting fancy's wrought.

The answer lies above this then, and not in frigid air.

Our little lives and seasons are too short to long despair.

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Arts



Self-Portrait, Matt Kornegay, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Damn You
for Inspiring Me to Write Poetry

One foot over that fat line

one too many times,

until I started to crave your attention,

your phone calls, Damn you for choosing

your invitations, to change things,

and felt unfamiliar tension

when you would mention

other girls.

Confusing implications

left me with

frustrating questions.

Suddenly, I wanted you to care,

to value the time we shared,

to notice when I wasn't there.

I started trying to impress you,

to second-guess you,

to just forget you.

I didn't want to place blame,

but just "rack it up" as a shame

that things would never be the same

between you and me again.

But damn you.

for the uncomfortable chemistry

that made me feel things

that could never be

anything,

but only deteriorate into this consuming

negative-energy.

Damn you

for lacking the sensitivity

to foresee

you could only leave me
angry.

Damn you for leaving me
missing

the laughter and sweet comfortability

when our company

was care-free.

And now,

damn you

for forgetting me
so easily.

You should have just let things be.

The Doghouse, Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts
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In Search of Truth, Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts

Overcome by Emotion When Idly Reading

Romantic Poetry in University English

In distant land I sit and bide,

Intellect grows and experience frames;

I long to have you by my side,

To share the wonder and partake in games.

Lines of ink flow suddenly felt

In rare lecture moments of boorish rant.

Poetic words threaten to melt

My heart-these bards, their words, glorious cant.

My friend, my love, my Butterfly-

Embrace platonic bond beyond my lust.

The path to comfort turns awry,

But honesty-the foundation of trust.

Jody Fulghum, Associate in Science

Dragonflies

O my love's a butterfly,

A butterfly, with wings on high.

O my love's a butterfly,

High in the sky, that's where we'll fly.

In a cocoon, she waits all night,

Her wings are full; the space grows tight.

In a cocoon, she waits all night.

Rebirth is hers, come first light.

Her wings unfurl, with colors bright,

With colors bright, she shows her might.

Her wings unfurl, all colors bright,

And catch the wind and climb to height.

The dragon sees and longs to be,

Longs to be nearer to thee.

The dragon sees and longs to be,

With heavy wings, near to thee.

They fly together, first in the trees,

Then far from eyes, they'll share the skies.

They fly together, lost in the trees,

And pretend to be- DRAGONFLIES.

Jody Fulghum, Associate in Science
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Frailty

In my mind I see it all,

The dream, the rise and tragic fall,

The futile fight that can't be won.

Our past misdeeds can't be undone.

In the well from which life springs,

A solitary angel sings

Of pure lament and tragedy

And things that were not meant to be,

Of Adam's choice when left alone,

And worldly winds that chill the bone,

They blow the wayward leaves along

To counterpoint the poignant song.

Far away a church bell tolls,

The sky turns black and thunder rolls,

The waves grow frantic in the seas

Despite the angel's panicked pleas.

The showers beat the broken light

That flickers with approaching night,

And waves erode the furrowed ground,

While making mute the angel's sound.

Then winter creeps upon the scene

To deaden all the things once green

And whiten everything anew.

The silence greets the frosted dew.

The angel quiets in the calm

And mutters one last hollow psalm

Into the dark and lonely day,

Then turns his back and drifts away.

The harvester that braves the snow

To reap the crop he watched us sow

Must throw his back into the chore

And eat the bitter fruit we bore,

Then clear the clutter from his mind.

The leaves that left the tree behind

Lie strewn about the frigid ground

Without motion, without sound.

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Arts

The City of Imagination, Andrew Cuthbertson, Associate in Arts
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Self-Portrait, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts
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There Was a Girl

Eleanor Spicer, Jump Start

It's crazy how two milliseconds can sum up an

entire life. I found my two milliseconds in a black

and white Jack Daniels box marked "Christmas

decorations." Both 3x5 photos were mixed with

about a hundred others. One was old and faded and

black and white, and the other was full color. The

black and white one showed us entwined in a tree-

95% of my childhood was spent in a tree

somewhere. My feet could wrap themselves

nakedly around that bark, God's shingles on my
homes. The colored one showed him with me-he,

the fearless Chief Night Stalker with his pistol in

his belt, his black cowboy hat, his Spiderman

pajamas, a wide-eyed seriousness smeared over

his soft face, his hand poised next to his capgun

pistol. I stood just behind him, then. I would

always standjust behind him. I had no weapons, no

hat, just my powder blue pajamas, my thumbs

hooked in my invisible belt, and the most hard-

faced look that this four-year-old cowgirl knew
how to put on. I could always put on a pretty good

show.

When I found this picture, I touched it. I could

not touch it deeply enough. I could not touch that

wide-eyed little girl who really believed she rode

giraffes and danced with the fairies and fireflies on

warm summer nights, naked and free. She didn't

really believe that strangers were all that bad, and

when she talked to animals, she could hear them

talk back to her. She could understand them. She

was everything that I ever wanted to be. I loved her

more than I can remember loving myself. She was

the mother of what I would become. She was so

soft and naive, but she knew everything that I am
just now beginning to learn. The little sprite that I

gazed upon gave birth to this tall, stone-faced

human that I do not even meet every day. This

trusting child gave birth to this suspicious and

angry girl who found other ways than bugs and

sunsets to be happy. I fell from this wonderfully

natural life into a synthetic pattern.

Where are you now, Will? Where are you now
with your stare ofdeath and your bare feet? Where
are you now, with all of our branches and our stars

and our jars and jars of bugs? Where are you now

with your quick-on-the-draw pistol and your recipes

for mud pies? Your pistol was not quick enough.

Your stare was not deadly enough, and I have

become one ofour mud pies drying out in the midday

sun. Where are your four foot and nine and some half

inches for me to fade into? You are too big for me to

grasp, now. When you told me about the

constellations and the ladybugs and how to keep cool

on a Hot-as-Hades summer night, you forgot to tell

me about the rest ofthe world, spinning out ofcontrol

on its classroom axis. You forgot to tell me that our

ladybugs would die in the winter when we would fall

into the cold December air. You forgot to tell me that

one day I would be as empty as the needless holes that

we would dig in our backyard. I looked to you to see

the truth, but you are not here, and the truth has

blended with the rest of the shadows that I found in

total darkness. *&l>

Not Altogether, Julie Maines, Special Credit
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Wake-up Call

Wake-up, Sleepy-head!

Sit up in your bed.

Open your eyes

and realize

that time plays no favorites.

Don't you hear

and fear

the digital urgency in your ear?

Or feel the hand of time

tick-tapping?

There is no prejudice for your plea,

no patience for the ignorant

who don't appreciate

the moments to create

and demonstrate,

but instead debate

and procrastinate,

waiting too late

to escape time's strangling grip.

Wake-up, Sleepy-head,

as the past grows behind you.

Do it

and mean it!

To hell with it,

get over it!

Find-n-

Free-n-

F
a

I

I

in love with yourself.

There is no pause,

no rewind

as precious moments slip by.

But there is a SNOOZE button

and then you die.

Angela L. Aguigui, Associate in Arts

Without the Help of Sam

A submissive afterthought

in a violent character

of a speechless child

inducted into the adult world

as a result of society's indulgence

to the fine art of love

Perceiving the cowardice of reality

Through a veil of choreographed lies

Bequeathed to him by an unforgiving generation

The unseen menace of a people scarred

Their view toward the world is indifference

His false purpose applied to others' meaningless lives

in helping them overcome ignorance

He offers his time and patience

to strip their lives of pathetic veneer

only to return to their original state

His emotions unrestrained

He is brought to tears

He attempts to change reality

Maintaining a sense of self-worth

He pretends to change reality

Giving suppressed patrons a rebirth

There's an expiration date

on his lives deemed new
There's a limited time

That people see

The changes that ensue

He may win the battle

But he'll lose the war

He places a time between ecstasy

and fallacy

But does little more

Adam Williams

Associate in Fine Arts-Drama
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If These Walls Could Talk

If these walls could talk,

They would tell you that I ate the forbidden fruit;

Nine months later, I breathed in pain.

It was during the winter, and spring never came.

One minute of pleasure, nine months of travail,

Secrets only these thin walls could tell.

"Forget him," she said, as she cut the cord and tied a knot.

She took away the son.

"Hide your sheets; they're stained with sin."

How can I forget?

He's in my skin!

He's in my hand, but never to hold!

He's in my soul!

He's in my eyes, but never to see!

He's part of me.

Victimless Crime

Hollow-eyed soulless moms
every one someone's little girl

too strung out to feed hungry children

crying shivering in the cold cold night

last month's heat bill up in smoke

and naked broken women bent over stoops

or steering wheels

or even high-classed hotel beds by the hour

frigid fingers sorting through

wads of dirty bills beneath dim street lamps.

Winter comes early to a wasted life.

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Arts

Shhh! Help me keep my secret.

There's blood on my hands.

Will guilt-

Will shame-

Will love prevail?

Secrets that only these thin walls could tell.

The stench in the air is foul, but it's only a silent voice;

It can't testify of the breach of promise or the maternal choice.

How about the woman? Doesn't she know?

Oh, no, she died long ago!

Hush, Conscience! I thought I heard a tiny heartbeat!

No, never mind, these thin walls can't speak!

Joy Reed, Associate in Arts

illm
m
kfiv<>!

Chaos, Sarah Lampson,Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Disappearing Trees

Charles Brett Alston, Associate in Arts

I could hear the war cry echo through the forest as the

savages searched for me, stabbing their spears into the

thick underbrush. I gripped my pistol in my right hand, my

finger caressing the trigger nervously. I was lying in

ambush waiting to strike. Suddenly, I felt something poke

me in the back.

"Gotcha!" the boy with the stick cheered as he raised

the pretend spear above his head whooping. "Next time,

I'm the cowboy."

I was eleven years old when a friend and I discovered

that those woods behind my grandparents' were the best

place to play cowboys and Indians. The tall pines and thick

oaks provided a canopy from the hot summer sun. In their

cool shadows, we would play for hours. We would be only

fifty feet from the house and not be able to see it through

the thick foliage. The forest was our own magical place,

and I loved its solitude.

After being away for several years, I returned to my

grandparents' home in Louisiana. In my late teens now, I

expected everything to be the same. Tomy disappointment,

the forest had changed. The bushes and vines had been cut

down, as well as many ofthe trees. Standing in the middle

ofthe grove, I could see the house unobstructed, something

we couldn't do a couple of years earlier. The once lush

canopy of huge trees now seemed to let in way too much

light.

The sun should have warmed me, but instead, it sent a

shiver down my spine. I could see that the forest was

disappearing, just like my childhood.

Entering the Corridor, Amber Toner, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Bentonville

John Fizer, ASEP

Looking around, it was hard to believe that this had

been the site ofa major battle less than 1 50 years ago. Ifwe

had only walked in and looked at the modest slave quarters

or at the antiquated kitchen facilities and peered at the

beautiful Harper House from a distance, war never would

have crossed my mind. But once we entered the house and

our guide started telling the stories that unfolded all

around, the reality set in.

As we toured the house, I could almost hear the cries

of the men as the battered limbs were crudely removed

from their war-torn bodies. I could almost smell the stench

ofthe rotting body parts that lay in the yardjust outside the

window of the "operating room." I could also imagine the

fear in the eyes of the Harper family as their once peaceful

and serene plot of land was turned into a blazing, bloody

battlefield. I could also imagine the nightmares that

haunted the Harper children as they watched the yard and

woods that they played in become littered with dead

soldiers and their trusty steeds.

As we strolled over the grounds and saw the

memorials to the fallen heroes from both sides, the wind

seemed to become eerily still so as not to blow away the

memories of the day the North and South collided in

Bentonville.

Template in Black and White

Sarah Lampson
Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Hearthside

Big leather chair-

Nobody there

Now. .

.

But where,

Autumns past,

Afternoon naps

With

Calico cat,

Asleep in his lap

And falling leaves

Shared his dreams.

Alone

On the footstool

She stares

From where

She sits. .

.

Kitty-Buddha

Sees all-

Knows all-

Shares the leaves,

And missing him,

With me.

Maureen Loomer, Associate in Arts/Associate in Science

Light Atmosphere, Matt Kornegay, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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IfA Tree Falls

Ifa treefalls in theforest and there is no one

there to hear, does it make a sound? . . .

A tree fell in a forest of quieter trees.

But the crash was heard

Because the tree was loved.

Now the noise is the silence

Of a voice no longer spoken.

For from this tree came shade

And protection from the wind.

Wood from its branches

Burned with merriment

And warmed the hearts that gathered round.

A tree fell, but the crash was heard

For this tree was loved.

For Bill

Grace Lutz, Media Technician

Heaven, Liz Meador, Liberal Arts Instructor

No Song

When Mama died, I lost my song.

I know it hides deep in my heart

But won't come out past throat or lips.

I knew my eyes had lost their light,

But not to have a song in church-

The silence says it all:

I lost my mom.

Rosalyn Lomax, Liberal Arts Instructor
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The Poems We Wear

Our names are the poems

we wear

proudly, resentfully,

seldom indifferently.

Our names are the second gift

we receive,

the heritage

we leave.

Our names are shaped

carefully or carelessly

by history, sound, fad, whim.

We grow into our names,

out of them,

through them, in spite ofthem.

We always carry

the weight ofthem.

Our names begin as future,

end as past.

In between,

they title our story.

If you would know me, know my name
in all its permutations-

what it reveals,

what it conceals.

Learn the music of its song.

Break its code.

And,

if you can wring meaning

from the poem ofmy name,

please,

share it with me.

Ann Spicer, English Department Head

Give Me A Break, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Orton Plantation and Gardens

Alice J. Hairell, Accounting

Orton Plantation is nestled on the Cape Fear River

between Wilmington, NC, and Southport, NC. A Southern

antebellum mansion, Orton House, sits at the heart of this

once thriving rice plantation. From a modest beginning in

1910, the present-day gardens sprawl over twenty acres.

Each visit to the gardens is memorable because of their

beauty, but the spectacular display of spring blooms truly

captivates my gardener's soul.

The entrance to Orton overwhelms and awes me by its

sheer majesty. The long drive is framed by enormous, old

live oaks; their massive branches drag the ground. Gray,

stringy moss, like an old witch's hair, drips from them

while sunlight filters through the newly emerging leaves.

Driving between them, I feel my anticipation building as I

wonder what will appear next. Immediately my answer

comes in the smell ofbrackish water and old rice fields. Up
ahead is a curve with banks of purple Formosa azaleas

lining the way. Curves and hints of what lies beyond view

are the basis of any quality garden plan, and Orton's

gardens do not disappoint me.

After a few more switchbacks in the now narrow,

mud-holed path, I am directed to a sandy parking area.

From this moment on, my feet barely touch the still damp,

cool ground as I wander down pinestraw-laden paths. The

meandering walkways lead past a quaint chapel and up to

the house itself. Unfortunately, Orton House is privately

owned and can be admired only from the outside. Staring at

the old but well-maintained house, I feel transported to the

days ofGone with The Wind. The house has an expansive

lawn surrounded by mature magnolias, pink azaleas, and

impenetrable hedges. Turning around, I stop breathing for

a moment to drink in the scenery that the lucky occupants

of the house view every day.

Wide steps, broken and uprooted, beckon me and lead

down to a white, terraced overlook. Swirling, manicured

boxwood hedges are interspersed with islands ofpale pink

azaleas and mondo grass. Everywhere I look, petite pansies

and white alyssum form heart-shaped mounds of color.

Larger shrubs ringed with boxwood look like giant

inverted mushrooms. Juniper and deep pink azaleas hug the

bank beside the terrace. These formal gardens look so

inviting until I notice the alligator warning sign! At the

river's edge, wild honeysuckle and brambles provide cover

for the birds that constantly call to one another. In the

Flowers, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

distance, dead or dying cypress trees rise from the gray

river. Looking at the wildness so close to this carefully

tended garden, I have to admire the sheer determination of

the unseen gardeners to keep the wildness at bay.

From the river overlook, I move back to the paths and

continue my way around the house. Several more garden

plots beckon me toward naturalized areas rimmed with

camellias bearing peppermint-striped blooms. Benches

strategically placed along the paths give me time to rest and

absorb the serenity. Rugosa roses and wisteria tenaciously

cling to the pine trees and underbrush. Finally, I have no

trails left to take, and I retrace my steps to the car, pausing

along the way to take one more look at this flower or that

arrangement ofplants. As I drive home, the kaleidoscope of

colors and forms spins in my head, and I start planning new

flower beds for my humble yard and home.
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Circles, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

The Angel

We can go together

Dance in the summer rain

Ride the bus to the gold mine by the lake

Ride anywhere but only together

Sleep on the clouds of love

Swim through the air of evening's warmth

Death comes of departure

We have dared this to happen

We should never let this end between us

Steve Miller, Business Administration

LIFEMATE

Ofmy mind

compliment, challenger,

imparter of information.

Ofmy body

lover, caretaker,

shield from harm.

Ofmy imagination

provocateur, inciter

opener of doors and windows.

Ofmy days

companion, partner,

bringer of laughter.

Ofmy nights

warmth, protector,

comforter in darkness.

Husband, friend, lover

Sharer of sorrow,

Healer of woe.

Light in my darkness,

Sound in my silence,

Cool drink to my thirst.

Partner in life,

Companion in love.

Ofmy self,

Forever the best friend.

Ofmy soul,

The perfect other half.

Dot Elledge, Library Coordinator
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I like. Me Gusta.

I like the rain,

as much as I like you.

I miss the moon,

as much as I miss you.

I love flowers and perfumes,

as much as I love you.

I want happiness and health,

as much as I want you.

I need knowledge and confidence,

as much as I need you.

Irene Capistran, Office Systems Technology

Me gusta la lluvia,

tanto como me gustas tu

Extrano la luna,

tanto como te extrano a ti.

Amo las flores y los perfumes,

tanto como te amo a ti.

Quiero felicidad y salud,

tanto como te quiero a ti.

Necesito conocimiento y confianza,

tanto como te necesito a ti.

Irene Capistran, Office Systems Technology

Coining Apart Together, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Found Treasure

Michalene Horton, Associate in Arts

That summer was destined to be a bore. Fifteen-year-

old Jenny Abrams had been declared missing under

"suspicious circumstances" since the day before school let

out. Our parents weren't about to let us out of their sight for

long periods oftime, and the long summer ahead had lost its

normal appeal.

Summers in our town never ended in September. Time

merely suspended itself until the following June when we
resumed our normal activities. It had been the same routine

every summer since we were six, and now that we were ten

we weren't about to stop, no matter where Jenny was.

After my parents divorced, my mother and I moved in

with my Aunt Gracie in a small seatown on the coast ofLong

Island. Aunt Gracie owned the oldest house in town: a 220-

year-old shipbuilder's mansion right on the Great South

Bay, a massive Gothic thing so intimidating that I lived there

for four years before any ofmy friends had the courage to

spend the night.

Along with the house, Aunt Gracie owned all ofthe land

around it. On Long Island, having one acre of land was a

luxury, and seventy acres was nearly unheard of for

someone who didn't intend to farm it, but the land was the

reason she bought the house. Legend around the docks told

of buried treasure left behind by bootleggers after the

Revolutionary War. The typical loot was rumored to be

there-some said gold; others said jewels. No one knew for

sure where, but people said the bootleggers placed the

treasure in some marshland near the water's edge. It was no

secret to everyone in town that halfofGracie's land was full

of swamps right along the coastline. For four years that

swamp was the playground for my friends and me.

There were only the five of us. Debbie, the only Asian

girl in the county, was smart enough to know how to make a

grid map. Thanks to her, we stopped digging in the same spot

twice. The twins, Kevin and Kyle, owned the tools we
needed-or at least their dad did. Coincidentally, our work

day revolved around when their father came and went to

work. The fifth member of our group, Renee, was a sickly

child, but as my friend, she was welcome whether the others

liked it or not.

That summer was hotter than ever before. The

newsman said it was a thing called global warming, but no

one put much stock in that. It was amazing that the marsh

could still be so beautiful, from a distance at least. But in the

middle of July, a swamp is still a swamp. The stench this

year was worse than ever, and the mud held on to a body like

a lost child. In October of the year before, we had had a

monster of a storm, leaving in its wake tree carcasses that

slowed us down. After trying unsuccessfully to move

several of them, we decided it would be best to dig around

them.

As summer crept onward, we had no luck. To make
matters worse, Renee was growing too weak to help us at all

anymore. She finally spent most of her days sitting in the

clearing on a tree that had fallen victim to the Nor'easter. It

wasn't unusual for her to stop in the middle of doing

something to tell us that she was "going to rest on Stump."

Oddly enough, Renee's resting gave us our first glimmer of

hope in four years.

It had been a hot day, and I was already looking forward

to my mother's nightly ritual where she hosed the mud off

me. Renee had felt too weak to get around that day, but out of

nowhere I heard her urgent voice from the other side of the

swamp. I can still remember her scream, "I found the gold!"

When she finally appeared through the grass, she was

clutching a gold necklace caked with mud. Even at ten, we
knew what gold looked like. She said that she had been

building a castle over near Stump, and she had just picked it

up. We ran to the clearing, and on our hands and knees, we
thrust our hands into the thick sludge.

I don't know how long we stayed like that until Kyle

broke the news.

"This isn't part of the treasure."

"How the hell do you know?" asked his brother.

"Look at the clasp, you idiot! It has 'Made in Hong
Kong' printed on the side."

"Well, it doesn't matter. It's still ours," said Kevin.

"We should turn it in to the police," I said. "My dad told

me that if people don't claim items in thirty days, the finder

gets to keep them."

And so it was decided. My dad was a cop in town, so that

night I called him. He promised to come by the next morning

to pick it up. Our summer escapade was over, but at three

o'clock in the morning, my father woke me up in a panic.

Since my parents tried their best to keep their distance from

each other, I thought I really must have done something bad

formy father to be there. He wanted me to take him to the spot

where we had found the necklace.

Still in my pajamas, I walked out the front of the house

to face eight patrolmen and two dogs. They all followed me
to the marsh; the only light was from their flashlights. When
we got to the clearing, I pointed to where Renee had built her

castle. At ten years old, I didn't understand what they were

staring at because all I saw was a huge pile ofmud and Stump.

Dental records later showed that Stump was the charred

remains of Jenny Abrams. The disappointment over the

necklace had broken our spirits because we thought we had

never found a treasure, but we had. We had found Jenny.
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My Space, Marlene Hinson, Human Services

At a Reunion on the Coast,

Full of Sound and Fury

At a reunion on the coast, full of sound and fury,

signifying nothing,

not even the vacuum smells real to me.

Groups of disparate people are striving to remain

groups of disparate people striving to remain.

There's a girl crying out,

"Momma, I'm afraid of that boy smiling

the smile of a spider!"

The web grows thick with victims

while my grandfather sits in the corner

saying,

"Don't mind me. I'm just the family ghost."

You can't cast your nets into these waters.

There's nothing left to eat here.

The bones have been picked clean by vultures

long gone with the rats from this place.

Outside a boy draws pictures

with rocks upon the pavement,

and a mother watches over with eyes

that would rather cast their nets

to the stars.

Who dreams these things anyway?

Who drags these vampires each year to the light?

My grandfather sits in a corner

complaining,

"Don't mind me. I'm just the family ghost."

Jeff Williams, English Instructor
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The Day I Fell In Louvre
Darlene Wilson, Associate in Arts

In the fall of 1 98 1 , while taking in all the wonderful

sights of Paris, my aunt and I could not pass up the

opportunity to explore one of the world's most famous

museums, the Louvre. I will never forget the time I saw the

Louvre Museum from top to bottom.

My aunt and I arrived at the museum by tour bus in the

early afternoon. Time was short, so we had only two hours

to view the spectacular treasures inside. The outside ofthe

building with its intricate design filled my heart with

anticipation. Large stone gargoyles guarded the Louvre

from demon spirits, keeping all who entered safe. Passing

between two magnificent stone pillars that seemed taller

than the giant Redwoods ofCalifornia, we entered through

the large, heavy, hand-carved wooden doors. A small, bald

man with gold wire-rimmed glasses welcomed us and

handed us a small paper map. We studied the map and

decided to first see Venus de Milo, a marble statue of the

Greek goddess of love and beauty. Following the map, we
arrived at a great hall; there she was standing in the middle

ofthe room on a pedestal ofwhite marble. Her voluptuous

breasts and broad hips, draped delicately with perhaps

satin, gave her a majestic appearance. Seeing her filled my
soul with a quiet serenity. Next on our list ofpriorities was

a fantastic painting by the great Leonardo Da Vinci, the

Mona Lisa. As we entered the room with other paintings by

Da Vinci, the Mona Lisa, framed in gold and delicately

painted in black and white, hung on the large wall all by

itself. The Mona Lisa seemed to make eye contact as soon

as I entered the room; she never took her eyes offme for a

moment. If I went left, she looked left. If I went right, she

looked right. Then she seemed to smilejust a little, making

me wonder what she must have been thinking.

Upon trying to find our way back to the front of this

vast museum later that afternoon, we were to descend an

immense black and white marble staircase that spiraled

downward to the floor below. Looking down the steps, we
watched the people as they disappeared around the bend of

the staircase halfway down. My aunt was about ten steps in

front ofme when I started down. As I stepped onto the first

step, my foot slipped out from under me. Landing on my
bottom, I started to slide down one step at a time. Not

realizing that my coat was acting as a sled, I was starting to

pick up momentum when my aunt looked back over her

shoulderj ust in the nick oftime to see me plunging towards

her. She calmly stepped aside, mouth gaping and eyes wide

open as I sped past her. By this time, all eyes were on me as

I advanced downward still only one step at a time,

sounding a bit sonorous while bumping on my buttocks.

Leaping, jumping, and stepping aside, the people ahead of

me seemed to follow my aunt's lead. No one wanted to

Opaque Spray

Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

disrupt my descent. The whole scene resembled the

parting of the Red Sea.

Finally, a bit dazed, I reached the bottom, but before

I had time to fully comprehend what had happened, five

museum attendants were hovering over me. As I sat there

on the last step with my face in my hands trying to hide,

two ofthe museum attendants grabbed me bymy arms and

helped me to an unstable yet upright position. The other

three attendants brushed and straightened my disheveled

appearance. As I turned and looked up to see from where I

had come, there on the steps, still parted, now clapping,

were all the people I had met on my way down. My aunt

was still standing toward the top, smiling and clapping as

if she did not know who I was.

Leaving the museum as fast as I could and still feeling

a bit bewildered, I returned with my aunt to the bus waiting

outside. Upon entering the bus, my aunt announced that I

had fallen down the marble steps inside. The whole bus

roared with laughter at my most unfortunate experience.

The trip back to the hotel was filled with my aunt's voice

reminiscing overmy little fall. Every time my aunt told her

story, it seemed to augment from the time before. Then I

realized that the laughing and thejokes were never going to

end and that I would have to bear the embarrassment ofmy
descent for the rest ofmy life. To me, the Louvre Museum

will always be an experience of a lifetime and also my
greatest humiliation. My aunt, bless her heart, would she

never let me forget?
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Cypher

Are you a witch, my Merlin?

The mower came

to plow

the Faery Mounds

when you rode by.

The Tulip Tree

appeared full height

where none grew before.

The Bleeding Hearts

spread to my yard

unasked.

And you write runes

so mystical that

only I can cypher them.

Now I will ride with you

my Merlin?

Now I will ride with you.

Margaret Boothe Baddour, Humanities Instructor

Mordecai's Magic, Clare Weston, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Lines and Spaces

Mildred Williams, Special Credit

Firewood

I stand here in nakedness amongst

My well-clothed neighbors,

Lonely and cold, alien and inconsonant;

My spineless body wavers.

The clouds, they laugh; the grass, it taunts,

The forest mocks me and discouragingly flaunts.

If I could uproot myself, I would,

But you see, I cannot in front ofthem-who could?

Here I am, and here I stay-I should.

I have to prove to them I'm not another piece of firewood.

I'm so petrified I can't speak; I can't move,

And the others starve me of carbon dioxide.

Oh, I wish I had the companions that could reprove,

Reprove with love, not to make me want to hide.

"Oh, but wait until autumn, and then see my leaves!" I say,

But to no avail. They care not for me; I can't stand the dismay!

If I could wait until autumn, I would,

But if I cannot accept myself-who could?

I have to accept myself for who I am-I should.

I need to understand that I'm not another piece of firewood.

Jason Daniel, Associate in Arts

My Song

How do I put you in perspective

When all things seem the same

The unwilling drive to carry on

Only puts myself to blame

Your love would have you turn against

All which you hold dear

With your love you leave this place

And leave behind your fear

To loving arms to hold you

And help you through the sorrow

To part. . . and join together

With love until tomorrow

How do I put you in perspective

When all things seem the same

The unwilling drive to carry on

Only puts myself to blame

How do I drop the facade of indifference

Knowing that inside is where you sleep

Vowing that I would profess my love

Another promise I've failed to keep

But now I should move past my guilt

And try to walk again

Only if you're here with me
As my only friend

Should I ever need a hand

You will not be far

I'll just look up in the sky

And catch a falling star

Adam Williams, Associate in Fine Arts-Drama
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You Remember
Angela L. Aguigui, Associate in Arts

You remember. . .

The night an ugliness crashed through your reality. Movie myths came true. For yes, it did happen to you. And you

lay in bed with eyes swollen wide from the most sincere tears you'd cried that cleared your vision ofsafe innocence

and sweet self-centeredness to reveal a dull stare that shouldn't have been there. For how unfair to be so young and

already so aware.

In time, resentment, thick and sticky, oozed through your insides with permanent patterns that entwined, entangled,

and enclosed. But you chose to keep it secret, unexposed. Lips pressed, you repeated prayers without production,

afraid of disrupting peaceful lives around you. So, you surrendered to suffer quietly.

But secrets scratch the surface.

Though you constantly struggled to repress images, they would creep out to play in vivid nightmares of violent

episodes and screaming confrontations that could finally set you free if only they would be. But you woke to sob,

unsaid, unspent, regretful of passiveness and cowardice. A volcano suppressed.

In fits, sometimes you tried to explain without revealing blame the angry edge to your personality.

Then the smell settled about you. An odor that couldn't be covered with distractive perfumes. The poison you'd been

injected with festered and infected sickness into your soul that spread cynicism, skepticism, and suspicion.

One day, you looked down to see bitterness cemented around your ankles.

You analyzed your demise when you realized your subconscious descent into abusive situations, typical, just like

the psychology books predicted you would. You even wondered if someday an hourly wage would be paid to a

stranger with a degree for the secret formula you needed to be healed.

You longed to forgive.

You ached for inner peace.

You were exhausted from hatred.

It was that night the course of things to come, all that would ever be, was forever changed. You were rearranged.

There would be no repair. No needle and thread could sew the gaping hole that was there. No stuffing could

compensate the emptiness left of what was taken. Nothing would calm the shaken foundation.

But in place you found an insight that shed light on situations others found alien, an ability to listen, a compassion

bom of experience, a special sensitivity, a certain perspective.

You finally realized there were those who had cried harder, longer.

. . . and it was then you knew everything would be okay.

Jagged Threat, Matt Kornegay, Associate in Fine Arts -
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Missing You

I thought I saw your face today

In a stranger along my way
Perhaps it was in his eye

Or just the way he said goodbye

But I thought of you

Then again, in the street

Your smiling face I seemed to meet

And almost paused to talk again

But decided it was your twin

And I'm missing you

Rebecca Whitman, Jump Start

Patiently Waiting,

Kelly Sitrin, Liberal Arts Division Secretary

Dependence Upon Occasion, Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts
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Your Diatribe

With not much left to write

and nothing more to say

I withdraw my love for you

For I'm only in your way

A friend to you I was

The words you spoke to me
This friendship you built around my love

Love that you did not care to see

How could I love someone

Whose name I've never yelled

Whose skin was foreign to my touch

Whose hand I've never held

I'll be her friend, I thought

What harm could come of that

I'll talk to her every day

I'll make her laugh, but my love, hold back

If she found out I loved her,

Then where would I be?

This friendship I built around my love

Love that you did not want to see

I never told you before

because first you are my friend

The truth could change that, I thought

The truth could bring the end

Way back then I had this quote

Just as my love for you was growing

"If the weatherman says it's going to snow,

I always say it's not snowing."

For if I'm wrong, who cares?

I couldn't be more happy it snowed

But since I'm always right

It's a consolation just to know

The weatherman being my friends or family

The snow represents you loving me
A friendship we built around my love

Love that you did not wish to see

That is my attitude towards life

Expect the worst, let the best surprise

But I can only be right so much
And maybe it's time to let my love die

Knowing it's better to be loved than to love

Why did I even try

Is it because we could have had something

Or is that just something I tell myself, another lie

It would be of no help to beg

No worry ofme getting down on my knees

But how this friendship built around my love

Could be so hard to see

Nothing I can write to change your mind

My words have done more harm than good

I don't expect you to forgive me
But maybe I did love you more than I should

You say there's no love inside you

No attraction that you feel

With that being said, I have no chance

My fate has been sealed

Only a friend to you I'll be

I've wasted my love on only a friend

Because something inside you says,

"Your heart, to him, never lend."

I can never sleep inside your heart

Because you fail to look above

And I can never be your friend again

Because it's a friendship built out of my love

Adam Williams, Associate in Fine Arts-Drama

The End of Romance

Do you have to die to go to heaven

Must you repent to save your soul

Hazy thoughts fall before me
Representing a total loss of control

Why do I find comfort in repetition

When nothing ever falls in line

While my perfect days are just metaphors

Of not seeing that tunnel light shine

If anything I ever finally do

Matters not in the eyes of another

Then I would have died of the crudest fate

Of being Romance's final lover

25 Adam Williams, Associate in Fine Arts-Drama



The Impressive Night in Hong Kong
Kwai Chun Chan, Associate in Arts

Many deeply emotional events in my life are

unforgettable. For example, the impressive historical event

that happened last year was Great Britain's handover of

Hong Kong to China. I will never forget July 1, 1997, when

my husband and I, along with thousands ofpeople, stood by

Victoria Harbor to enjoy watching the ceremony of the

return to China.

My husband and I had several concerns about the

ceremony. First of all, we needed a plan to find a good

viewing place where we could look over Victoria Harbor to

see the parade. Both sides of the harbor have parks, public

piers, and rest areas which offer panoramic views ofVictoria

Harbor. We could also have watched the parade from the

peaks that face Victoria Harbor or from a public park.

Numerous people would occupy those public areas; in fact,

many people had gathered there early that afternoon.

Unfortunately, my husband and I needed to work until the

early evening, so we could not wait in the public areas hours

before the parade. In addition, many commercial buildings

located on both sides of the harbor were available for

viewing. People with offices there had a very good view.

Unluckily, my husband and I did not have an office with a

good view. Therefore, our only choice was a harbor front

hotel. We chose the Regent Hotel which launched a party

including a dinner buffet. The guests could watch the parade

from a private balcony with a panoramic view of Victoria

Harbor. Two months before the celebration, we had reserved

two tickets although the cost was expensive. As early as

May, the Regent Hotel had no vacancies.

My husband and I arrived at the Regent Hotel around

7:00 p.m. Standing on the balcony after dinner, we waited

for the parade to begin at 9:00 p.m. The balcony was on the

third floor ofthe hotel and faced the harbor front park which

was full of thousands of people at that time. When the

celebration began, laser lights twinkled in the sky, and a

huge pearl-shaped lantern rose in the middle of the harbor;

the surface of the pearl brightly blazed forth to blissful

music. Like the rest of the audience, my husband and I

shouted loudly, clapped heartily, and cheered raucously.

Soon, splendid, colorful fireworks appeared in the sky for

more than thirty minutes over Victoria Harbor. The high

point of the celebration was the harbor parade; this initial

performance in Hong Kong attracted many people from all

over the world. At 10:00 p.m., fifty beautiful boats decorated

with neon lights and fluorescent bulbs in different shapes

and colors entered Victoria Harbor from the west point and

cruised north. The varied designs of the boats expressed

many good wishes to Hong Kong for a bright future. For

instance, the golden dancing dragon boat represented

vitality and energy. The huge carp boat with big eyes

blinking smartly symbolized wealth and brilliance. The crab

boat close to the prawn boat described peace and humor. The

rock and roll music boat next to the Chinese classical music

boat displayed the two cultures co-existing in Hong Kong.

Fifty beautiful boats surrounded Victoria Harbor, each one

representing a different blessing for the people of Hong

Kong.

Finally, the harbor parade finished close to midnight.

The joyful atmosphere calmed down gradually as the crowd

dispersed, and Victoria Harbor became quiet. My husband

and I strolled hand in hand along the harbor, watching the

beautiful bright lights. The illuminated Victoria Harbor

provided a picturesque night view. How wonderful the night

view was! How did Hong Kong become popular and

famous? The questions from my husband touched my heart

deeply; I told myself it was thanks to the hard working Hong

Kong people as well as the administration of England who

created the most wonderful and successful city in the world.

Because we did not want to go home for a while, we sat

by the harbor to enjoy the view and the gentle breeze from

the sea. We talked about our evening. All things ofthe night

would remain in our memory.

Culture, Julie Maines, Special Credit
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Why Do I Ride?

All the time people ask me
Why do you ride?

Isn't that dangerous?

And regale me
With tales of two-wheeled misfortune

and dreadful injuries

That always happened to a friend of a guy

their uncle knew in service.

I don't know why I ride. . .

Maybe it has to do with a cool spring morning

The last traces of Jack Frost's work

sprinkled along the side of the road

Or the feel of a well-used jacket

Buttoned way up against the cold.

Or the smell of fresh plowed soil

as the road snakes through fields

in and out of forested river-bottoms.

Maybe it's the vicarious enjoyment

of someone's backyard barbecue

as I rumble by, unknown except as the

momentary distraction of a loud but mellow noise.

Maybe it's the fleeting freedom. .

.

Freedom from a life of phones and messages

of things to be done yesterday

Of responsibilities and commitments

on the journey to the Gold Watch

Or maybe it's the communion

with kindred spirits of those who also ride

And those who have gone before

and are now only images fading in black and white

An exclusive communion, unattainable

That cannot be shared or understood

Except by those who already know the answer to. .

Why do I ride?

Bill Radford, Dental Department Head

The Reverse Side, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Arts - Art
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John Wolfe, Special Credit Amber Toner, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

Self-Portraits

Mildred Williams, Special Credit
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The Handshake

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Art

When they could be pulled away from their PC's and

late night sitcoms, those few who survived the attack would

later pass on tales of the incident for centuries to come.

Although many had witnessed the destruction ofthe better

part of the Earth over web-cams and CNN broadcasts, it

seemed that no one who had actually been there could ever

be located. Suffice it to write that it was indeed the day the

earth was turned upside down.

The incident had started innocently enough. In

response to an ever-increasing barrage of S.E.T.I,

broadcasts sending geometric and mathematical expres-

sions into space, a group of intergalactic explorers had

finally chosen to grace the planet Earth with a visit in 22 1

8

C.E. Although few beyond the circle of scientists who first

detected the simple reply in binary knew any of the

particulars ofthe aliens or their intentions, most citizens of

the planet became aware that there would be a visit in the

near future.

So web groups were organized to decide on a plan to

communicate with the visitors. Geniuses and technocrats

collaborated to give the soon-to-be-guests a welcome

reception befitting those who must have mastered the

higher technologies required for the faster than light travel,

a problem for which humans had discovered no solution.

After much debate and discussion, the experts decided that

the creatures would be greeted by a press conference so as

to reach the largest number of spectators possible.

Although the customs and courtesies of simple interaction

had long been shed in favor of the time-saving techniques

ofmeeting and conducting business and commerce online,

a group of reporters was awkwardly assembled and sat

waiting for the much anticipated arrival.

The day of the landing finally came and, oddly

enough, there were no flashes of light or awe-inspiring

gigantic spaceships. Only a simple and rather plain landing

craft, looking much like a modern day space-shuttle,

descended to greet the assorted spectators, and, with little

flair, it gently came to rest on the field marked with bright

landing lights. As the ship slowly taxied up to the waiting

newsmen, newswomen, and assorted dignitaries, the air of

anticipation was certainly audible as, for perhaps the first

time in human history, the men and women of the media

were completely silent.

The door of the craft opened, and, shielding its stalk-

like eyes from the sun, a remarkable humanoid creature

stepped out from the now still ship. Green, like milky pea

soup, but eerily like a human being in its size and shape, the

alien and a pair of comrades who followed it out of the

spaceship approached the crowd of reporters and

spectators. They came to a stop not more than two feet from

the largest batch of reporters. Next, in a gesture that

seemed as foreign to the newsmen as the creatures

themselves, the closest alien extended its hand in front of

it, perpendicular to the ground, and looked to the closest of

the reporters. Its gaze seemed almost expectant, but, as the

baffled reporter simply gazed back, the creature's benign

temperament seemed to take a turn for the worse.

As the reporter began to shift his gaze from the

creature and back towards those assembled behind him to

ask what he should do next, the creature reached behind its

back and took what was obviously a large weapon ofsome

sort into one hand. Turning back to the reporter, it returned

its hand to that small space between them and, in a gesture

that should have been unmistakable, pointed the weapon

at the reporter and looked expectant once again. The

reporter, showing his fear and frustration, shouted, "What

do you want?!!"

Eleven billion inhabitants ofthe planet Earth had the

distinct pleasure ofpossessing among their last memories

the sights and sounds of a newscaster being reduced to a

liquid. As the jaws of those who were gathered close

dropped in shock, they too were quickly liquified. The

whole spectacle took little more than a minute and was as

brutal as it was fascinating, so fascinating, in fact, that the

viewers failed to attempt to consider what was to be their

fate. Television and computer had succeeded once again,

as they had so many times in the past, in sedating the

populace at large to the point where individual thought

was no longer a valid consideration.

So it was that the friendly explorers turned attackers

had their way with the people ofthe planet Earth. Moving

at a speed that surprised even the most alarmist of

tacticians, the alien contingent quickly swarmed over the

planet and eradicated every creature they came across.

Because this was an act of vengeance over a perceived

insult rather than an honest to goodness attempt at

invasion, several million inhabitants survived to tell the

tale ofwhen the aliens came to town.

As the tragedy became an echo in the hallways of

history, many still theorized over the exact cause of the

aliens' wrath and about what could be done to prevent

future attacks. After giving up on the notion of a face-to-

face international discussion on alien relations, it was

decided that the easiest course of action would be to get a

computer to chew on the problem. Plugging numbers and

ideas into the most modern of reasoning machines, the

best that they could come up with was to offer the next

batch of visitors a couple of cases of beer, some

complimentary laptops, and an invitation to watch some

late night television.
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Stars

The stars fly by the earth at night,

But this doesn't seem quite right.

The earth, you see, is in space.

As the people on it continue their rat race,

People die and children are raised,

And throughout the world people are praised.

But isn't this what is to be expected?

Even if there are places where people are rejected

Just because of the way they look or their beliefs.

Wouldn't it be a great relief

If all the world could just get along?

Would that really be so terribly wrong?

Cheyenne Corbitt, Associate in Fine Arts-Drama

I See You, Clare Weston, Associate in Arts - Art
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Simple Pleasures

Marlene Hinson, Human Services

What Reputations Are Made of:

Nursery Rhymes for the Adolescent

Sugar and Spice

Swirls of curls

and pounds of pink.

Giggle when he gives a wink.

Smack his hand,

or let him touch?

You decide ~
saint or slut?

Snakes and Snails

Baseball caps

and f lexin' arms.

Wow her with your wit and charm.

Make your move
because you must.

Be a man —
poor slave to lust!

Angela L. Aguigui, Associate in Arts
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Simple Standards

When I'm ready,

I'll look for some one

who breathes deep,

and smiles easy.

We'll strip our skin

to a soul's whisper,

and indulge

in intellectual intimacy.

Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts

To Cover Eve's Nakedness, Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts

The Moment

A three-second glance

only meant for two

An unexpected phone call

out of the blue

An invitation to witness the magic she'll do

seems to happen to everyone but you

Adam Williams, Associate in Fine Arts-Drama

To Cover Adam's Nakedness, Angela Aguigui, Associate in Arts
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Psalm 150

Music by Stephen Reaves
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My Fear

When you see one

big as a bird

and it flies right at you,

a moth looks scary.

Dull and brownish,

a moth appears

to be a leaf.

Moths come out at night,

love to hang around

lights in carports.

They flutter.

When you see one,

wait until it lands,

then "whack!"

nail it with a book

or shoot it.

Scott Smith, Business Administration

Butterfly, Leslie Vinson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Farewell to "Whilst"

"Whilst," I feel like I've known you all ofmy life,

Whether in speech or in writing, in triumph or in strife.

But now they tell me your presence is no longer needed,

You're far too colloquial, your use having been exceeded.

I'll miss you, my friend; you're my link with the past,

My companion of old from my country afar.

Please allow me this moment to enjoy you once more.

"Whilst," I'll remember you but must show you the door.

As hard as it is to replace you, I must,

And "While" doesn't hold my attention as much.

But use it I will, for the sake ofmy grade,

And quote you when permitted, lest my memory fade.

Farewell, "Whilst," I'll miss you this side of the ocean,

And, "While," I guess it's time to put you in motion.

I may have some days when I'll err and forget,

So remind me, "While," to use you, now that we've officially met

Jacqueline Longwell, Associate in Arts

Peace Lullaby

I close tonight, tired at last

The sky is far past overcast

I was excited and up in the night

Flying with new words to write

Forehand I thought I'd ne'er write again

But I guess that shows where my heart had been

The rocking of this boat

Scribbling left, scribbling right

Carries me safely across the moat

And tugs at my eyes, closing my sight

Now cradling through sleepy night

When I can no longer strain for sight

And I leave my hands in His hands

And smile as I'm brought to dreamier lands

Rebecca Whitman, Jump Start

Tea Time
Amber Toner, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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The Last Time I Spoke to Granddaddy

Angela Roycroft, Criminal Justice

I had no idea that my thirteen-year life was about to

change in a matter ofhours and that it would be the last

time I would speak to my granddaddy.

I awoke on the morning ofFebruary 8, 1 980, to the

squeals of delight emitting from our living room. The

door of my bedroom burst open suddenly, and my

younger brother Dean dived over the bed like a flying

squirrel. Groaning loudly, he came to rest on the other

side ofthe bed in a pile ofcovers. He had almost landed

on his head. I wondered if he had damaged my wall.

"What a loon!" I thought to myself.

I crawled out ofmy blankets and strolled into the

living room to see what was making him act so crazy. As

I sat down in front of the television, the newscaster

announced that school in Sampson County had been

cancelled because of the heavy snowfall. That didn't

bother me at all. I felt I deserved a vacation from the

eighth grade. Hopping over the side of the chair and

walking into the kitchen, I realized how cold it really

was in our trailer. The tile floor was like a sheet of ice.

I quickly grabbed the loaf of bread from the breadbox,

inserted two pieces into the toaster, and pulled down the

lever as I peered out the window to see our winter

wonderland. Suddenly, the ringing of the telephone

jolted me back from my dreamland.

Expecting to hear my mother's voice at the other

end, I picked up the receiver. It was my granddaddy,

who had been recovering from knee surgery.

Granddaddy asked me to bring his newspaper from the

box beside the road. I told him about my cinnamon toast

breakfast, so he said just bring the paper over when I

finished. I sat down in front of the television to watch

my favorite cartoon show. An hour flew by. I put on my

warm clothes, heavy jacket, and boots. Then I told my

brother I would return in a few minutes and went down

the front steps ofour trailer. I tried really hard to stop on

every area of snow that didn't have any human

footprints on it yet.

As I climbed the steps of Granddaddy' s brick

house, I tried to think of a reason for waiting so long to

come over after he had called. I knocked on the door

twice and turned the doorknob to walk into the den. As

I scanned the room for him, I had a funny feeling in my

gut. I didn't know why at that very moment, but I was

sure that I would figure it out later. I walked through the

den and hallway calling to him. He did not answer. I

thought that was very strange. Thinking he might not be

able to hear me, I walked through his bedroom to the

bathroom. The bathroom was empty, too. Walking back

into the den and turning toward the kitchen, I found him.

He was lying on his left side with his arm supporting his

head. Beside him on the floor were his crutches, neatly

stacked on one another. His eyeglasses were folded

together next to his head. The first thought that raced

through my mind was that he had fainted. I shouted out

his name several times thinking he might hear me. I felt

the panic mounting inside me as I started sobbing.

"Granddaddy!" I shouted as I reached out to touch his

arm.

At that moment I realized he wasn't going to

answer me. His arm was clammy and cold. I ran to the

telephone knowing I needed help. My mind drew a

blank as I fumbled to remember the emergency numbers

my mother had written down for us at home. I dashed

out the door and down the steps, barely touching them.

I flung open the door of our trailer and grabbed the

telephone and emergency numbers. My brother asked

me what was wrong, but all I could muster was, "It's

Granddaddy!" I called a family friend, Ms. Linda.

Sobbing, I told her I thought something was terribly

wrong with Granddaddy. She told me she was coming

to help.

By this time, my brother was crying hysterically,

too. Ms. Linda pulled into the yard, and I went out to

meet her at the road. She sent me back inside my house

and went to check on Granddaddy. In the next few

minutes, the local rescue squad arrived along with the

pastor from our church and many other cars I did not

recognize. The thing that sticks in my mind to this day

is the screeching sound ofmy dad's tires as he turned

the corner a short distance away from the house. He

pulled into the yard and jumped out with the car still

rolling.

Over the next few minutes, my heart pounded like

it was jumping out ofmy chest. Looking very sad, Ms.

Linda came across the road. I knew what she was going
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to say. She told me Granddaddy was dead. The theory was

that when he felt dizzy in the kitchen he laid down on the

floor to let it pass, rather than fall and hit something. She

said he apparently had been dead for an hour before I

found him. Later I found out he had died from a

pulmonary embolism, a blood clot that reaches the lungs.

I told her I must have been the last person to talk to him

and should have gone over there as soon as he called. She

reassured me that there wouldn't have been anything I

could have done.

She did say something I found strange. She said his

eyeglasses were found on the counter next to the sink.

They were on the floor when I left, and I assured her that

I had not touched anything there except his arm. She said

she thought I might have moved them when I was in a

panic . She also said there was no evidence an intruder had

come in. (The glasses mystery remains unsolved.)

In retrospect, I guess I was meant to serve a special

purpose at that particular time in my life. If my
grandmother had come home from work and found him

like that, we might have had two funerals instead of one.

She had a heart condition that could be agitated by stress.

This event really changed my perspective on death. I

think it even made me think about my own mortality. It

also had some influence on the profession that I chose

after high school. I went into the medical field fourteen

years ago to help others in their time of need. I now

volunteer for the rescue squad that came that day to pick

up my granddaddy and take him to the hospital to confirm

his death.
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How Sweet You Appear

Broken Doll

I sit here, older, stronger

than I used to be,

older-it was inevitable,

stronger-you forced it on me.

Every bit of you tried so hard

to steal my spirit in your hands

a little at a time, slow torture

bit by bit, a grain of sand.

The battles left me shamed

and bruised on the floor-

hidden marks, concealed scars

kept quietly behind the closed door.

Bottled emotions, lips sealed,

silent tears, repressed screams,

my raging body they filled,

crept not only upon my waking

moments, but also upon my dreams.

Quiet suffering, the witness

kept her words inside

memories never spoken,

"It's best to let it slide."

How sweet you appear to everyone else:

funny, charming, a friend to those who need one.

But I know the person you really are,

once we are behind the closed doors.

Alcohol peels away your facade like an onion's skin,

leaving behind a stinking wretch for us to inhale.

That is when you really show yourself,

and you become a tornado of violence to all in your path.

Your trophies are placed on the mantle that is her face.

Though her hair hangs low, she cannot hide how they shine.

At night she sweetly reads me a bedtime story, and as

she tucks me in, she begs me to keep her secret.

Years spent wasted trying not to make you angry-

"Turn down the TV, or you'll make him angry."

"Look happy when you open your presents so he won't be mad."

How pathetic she looked as she tried to justify your rage.

As the years passed, the two of you went your separate ways.

Too late. Damage done. She and I don't even speak anymore.

But hardest to forget are her words through the blood-

"But I love him."

Michalene Horton, Associate in Arts

A ravaged, suffering child,

a lonely, bereaved doll.

"Her pain is only mild,"

but the open sores are raw.

Older and stronger now,

an intuitive adult so soon,

innocence gone, vanished

like a waning moon.

Kristin Davis, Jump Start

Downward Well, Matt Kornegay, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Father

Are you what you wished to be?

Do you see yourself in me?

Disappointments wrack you, ruin everything you see.

So grab your moonbeams while you can,

And make your castles in the sand,

But fabrications can't change truths, and wishing can't change me.

And all your thoughts that once were bold

Are growing soft within their mold,

And you forget the little things that everyone should know.

So you do what you do best.

A drink or two will ease this test,

Though once again, it seems your little friend has left you low.

But one more shot and you'll be fine.

Embrace your bottled peace of mind.

Your head and heart and spirits blur; you see no sense in trying.

Your ruddy wrists and fists that flew

Are now of little use to you.

With little peace, your little pieces turn their thoughts toward dying.

But in your brain your dreams seem real.

The soggy mess that once was steel

Concocts such flights of fancy that there's little need to wake.

Well. .

.

I'm sorry, Sir, but wake you must.

You broke and then unhinged my trust.

I don't believe, I WON'T believe, there's much more you can take.

And in the end, the bottle's done,

Your light's gone out, you've had your fun,

I hope the shame in sameness makes you take another look.

Because

Forgive I can. Forget I won't.

I plead for change but still you don't.

And by and by, when spirits fly, you'll get back what it took.

But what about me?

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Arts
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Falling Blocks, Amber Toner, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

Stepping Stones to the Winner's Side

Carolyn Cissel, Office Systems Technology

"Winners get scars, too." Johnny Cash's words

relate to my life. I remember as a child getting a

brand new, shining bike for Christmas. I looked

forward with anticipation to taking my bike out on

the road and showing it off. Oh, what fun and delight

it was as the wind whipped furiously around me. As

I approached the end of the road, I tried to stop.

Suddenly, a paralyzing panic came over me; the

brakes were frozen in a motionless silence. My bike

slid uncontrollably beneath me, and together we fell

upon the bits of gravel that covered the road. For

hours I painstakingly removed the gravel so deeply

embedded into my knees and elbows. As the weeks

passed, my wounds began to heal, but scars were left

behind to remind me of my entanglement with my

bike. I endured intense pain that day, but it did not

prevent me from riding a bike again. I learned that if

I fall down, I get up. Scars have been my stepping

stones that help me gain victory and strength to

become a winner. They are marks where a wound

has healed no longer to be broken and bleeding.

Many years have passed since I rode my brand new,

shiny bike. Nevertheless, the wounds continue to

come: divorce, a wayward teen-ager, and the passing

of my parents. As always, the process remains the

same; I fall down, and I get up. Sometimes the

wounds maybe deep and severe, but then the healing

comes, reminder scars emerge, and I stay on the

winner's side.
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The Retiree's Lament

Long days, useless days,

Time slowly passing,

All in a haze.

Nothing to do but sit and rock.

Walk a little, watch the clock,

Wash a few dishes, sweep the floor,

Take a nap, then nap some more.

All alone, all through the day,

Nothing to do, nothing to say,

All alone with nothing to do,

And nobody to say nothing to.

Wife's still working,

I'm home all day,

Nothing to do, nothing to say.

Seventy-five years have come and gone,

Now I'm retired, home all alone.

Watch a little TV, don't wanna read a book,

Just sit on the porch and rock and look

At all of the neighbors passing by,

Smile and nod, sometimes say hi.

Dot Elledge, Library Coordinator

Chair and Coat

Matt Kornegay, Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Can you help me with my car?

I can see my motor's dead,

And my gas tank's not been fed.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Can you help me with my car?

Spark plug blew, as well as tire,

And I've got a melted wire.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Can you help me with my car?

Radio is shot, and the locks are broken.

Windows won't go up, so the floor is soakin'.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Can you help me with my car?

Head lights blew, and brakes are shot.

AC and locks I haven't got.

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Can you help me with my car?

Windshield wipers need new blades.

The paint is chipped, and it's starting to fade.
A Native Star, Marlene Hinson, Human Services

Twinkle, twinkle, little star.

Please, won't you help me fix my car?

Kerri E. Nelson, Information Systems
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A Promise Kept

"Tomorrow, we'll celebrate our fiftieth wedding

anniversary together," said Jim to Maggie.

"A promise is a promise, and a promise I'll keep,"

but Jim was slowly dying, slowly falling into an eternal sleep.

Arm in arm, with her head on his shoulder,

peacefully Jim lay.

But Maggie gripped every minute, dreaded every hour,

lingering over every thought, gasping for air.

Life's too short; it's just not fair!

"Can't you delay my pain?"

Please, God, one more moment, I pray;

He won't bargain; there's nothing I can do; there's nothing I can say!"

They gently kissed and reminisced;

then Jim's soul slipped away.

"A promise is a promise, and a promise you did keep;

You promised to love me till death do us part;

this you did for fifty years," said Maggie, clenching her broken heart.

Quickly grabbing her crumbled heart, clutching it in the palm of her hand,

being careful not to let the little pieces shatter her plan-

"There is no ease here! There's no ease here for my soul!"

"A promise is a promise, and a promise you will keep;

tomorrow we'll celebrate our fiftieth wedding anniversary together,"

vowed Maggie; then she began to weep, and weep, and weep.

Like a homesick soldier,

Like a sparrow shot down
when just learning to fly,

Like a mother holding her stillborn child,

she did cry and cry and cry,

"Oh, God, why? Why! Why?"

"The hour cometh. It's time," Maggie said,

"and I haven't a minute to waste!"

Smothering herself in perfume, pearls, silk, and lace.

With flowers and baby's breath, she adorned her head.

She put on a wedding dress, and quickly slipped back into bed.

"Don't worry, Jim; nothing can keep us apart!

Oh, Jim, I promise nothing can keep us apart!"

Peacefully Maggie lay, dying, dying of a broken heart.

Joy Reed, Associate in Arts
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Selective Memory

Unremembered promises

slip through unremembered days

of freedom and laughter, when there was

Love in your gaze.

They weave their way
through long forgotten fantasies

and dry fields where dreams once grew-

All unremembered by you.

Yet I cling still to your faded facade

because it was beautiful.

And I drink still of long parched rivers

because once they were invincible.

Unremembered promises and

unremembered tears

will not be remembered by me.

For I cannot bear the sight

of dying dreams in moonlight-

not when I can close my eyes and

see.

Carrie Holkan, Associate in Arts



Wandering Soul

I sit here, again

with tears searing a forsaken trail across

my cheeks.

I face the loss of a part of my soul, a part I

cannot remember being without.

Going once more is a part ofmy dreams.

Only this time I fear, with impending certainty,

that they will not return.

Like a wild stallion she holds strength, beauty,

desire, and innocence.

She struggles with emotions and thoughts that

never coincide.

And in the end it is her heart that makes the

decisions, her mind that suffers the

confusion, and her soul that endures the

consequences.

But after all the tears, the pain, and the

confusion, I will remain.

Yvonne Nelson, Criminal Justice

Literal Crush

I am a depressed mess

obsessed with trying to impress you.

I want to do what's best

and say "No more ofthis!

"

Then get over it,

leaving my fantasies unspent,

my feelings unquenched,

and all you could have meant

prevented.

For this is destinated

nowhere.

Too far beyond my reach,

this ever-present, torturous crush I'm stuck beneath.

A Broken Heart

A broken heart is like being hit by a bus,

You want to scream out loud,

but you don't want the fuss.

When it hits you, you think you're alive,

then you ask yourself, "Why did I survive?"

Everyone tells you there are other fish in the sea,

and then the question comes,

who wants a family of three?

Then someone tells you he loves you.

You're so afraid that you don't know what to do,

but you have to take a chance.

So here you go free again,

with no clue on where or how to begin.

You'll start somewhere,

You always do,

You just wish that you could hear those three little words again,

I Love You

I'm tired of second-guessing

your mixed messaging.

So, stop feeding me the lines from your script!

My feelings are intense

and I take offense

to the bull.

This is, after all, my mind you are messing with!

And it's no fun

playing the stupid one

in more ways than one,

the cameo-appearance in one of your reruns.

It's just so sad to know

to do what I have to do

before this is through,

I'll just have to hate you.

Angela L. Aguigui, Associate in Arts

Karla Newell, Office Systems Technology
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Matt Kornegay

Associate in Fine Arts - Art

Puzzled?

The Pictures You Paint

As you prepare Alice in her Wonderland

You begin, taking your sweet time

From the man behind his world, he watches patiently

And as we feel God put his hand, like a ladder built by your love

and his special touch, and angels' wings

Quiet now, peace be still, let's visualize

Within this world of ours

I can open my eyes to a world of majestic and delicate scenery

Of mountains walked over on foot

Reminding me of an expression, the sun always shines whenever I am with you

This is not so, for how could it be?

You even create the sad times in the night but

Through these sad times, you make the stars shine

Creating all of the little pieces of the puzzle in the night sky

Angels know of our love, they open their little doors with special locks and keys

Doors through the stars, the angels shine their light

I always look ahead for a new light of love, awakening

For you are the reason for the beautiful sunset

The small sweet birds sing to remind us of our heart's small music box

One that has been wound by the very strength of our love

Then only to be saddened to find

Perhaps the most important work of the art not present

Balance and meaning can be present only with your colors in the picture

There is not a world without you

From Adam's rib, you in turn gave me life

A life of love that grows like God's creatures

Without you there is no picture

Do you have time to paint more?

Adam Kriger, Associate in Science
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Christmas in February

Janice Sauls, Human Services

Mama and Daddy had ten children, and Louise was the

first and only child who ever left the United States. Her

going so far away was something new for us. We never

imagined the dreadful experiencemy sister would encounter

during the ten years she was away with her husband in the

military. Somehow, I wanted things to be different when she

came back home to stay.

The day Louise left for Germany in 1987, all ten of us

went to the airport in Fayetteville. To savor all the time we
could, we decided to eat breakfast there. We had the best

time laughing at my two brothers. They were so funny! I felt

joyful because Louise and her son were able to go with her

husband, but I felt sad because we would not see her again in

three years, or so we thought.

We had never experienced death in our family before

Uncle Doug died unexpectedly in 1987. This seemed to

begin a domino effect. From 1989 through 1 997, we lost two

uncles, two aunts, one niece, two grandmothers, a mother,

and a father. I thought we would never get through with

funerals. Each time, we had to call Louise and tell her the

news, and each time she came home. I believe Mom, Dad,

and Grandma were waiting to see her before each of them

gave into death.

The day that Daddy died, I could hear Louise's urgent

footsteps coming down the hall. As she passed each family

member, I could hear her say "Hey," but she never stopped

to hug and kiss any ofthem. She was gasping for breath each

time she spoke. Once inside the room, Louise rushed right

up to Daddy's bed and said, "Hey, Daddy, I'm here. I made
it." She then tenderly bent down and hugged and kissed him.

Daddy opened his eyes, smiled, and said, "Hey, Lou."

About an hour later he died, j ust as Mama and Grandma had

done. Louise then made the statement, "Every time I come
home it is to a funeral." My heart felt as if it withered

because her words were so true.

After Daddy's funeral, Louise spent another year in

Germany, and in February 1998, she came home to stay

exactly one year from the date that Daddy had died. Every

time she called, she would say, "Janice, you know, I'll be

coming on the same day I was home last year. I don't know

Unnamed, John Wolfe, Special Credit
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how I can go through this. I feel like I don't have anything to

come home to." I would always assure her that she had nine

sisters and brothers to come home to.

She began to send packages home every week, and I

began to have recurring thoughts of celebrating Christmas

when she came home. I tossed the thought in my mind, and

my heart said, "Do it," so I called the rest of the family and

told them to be home on Saturday, February 28, and to bring

a gift. They thought the idea was great.

I began to prepare. First I pulled out my Christmas tree

and began decorating it with red lights and red ornaments.

Afterwards I went out to shop forjust the right gifts. On my
way back home, I stopped by the grocery store, and as soon

as I got home, I began to cook. That night, and on into the

early morning, I could smell the turkey cooking. I also

cooked a ham, pies, cabbages, potato salad, and so much
more.

Suddenly there was a knock at the door, and I heard the

voice ofmy Louise saying, "Oh, look at the pretty Christmas

tree!" I ran to hug and kiss her.

Dinner was great! All ten of us were finally home
together along with our nieces and nephews. We then

gathered around the Christmas tree and began to sing. Soon

we saw traffic passing by the house going really slowly; I

knew the people in those cars were looking at the red

Christmas tree in the picture window. By this time I was
feeling so proud that I had followed my heart.

Before opening gifts, Louise began to tell how losing

Mom and Dad had devastated her. She said, "I was really

dreading to come home because I felt like an orphan. When
I left, I had a mom, a dad and a grandma, and now they are

all gone." When Louise said that, tears began to flow

silently down our cheeks. A hush went over the whole room,

but then she continued, "Today, I know I have somebody

that loves me, and I know no matter where I go, I'll always

have a home to come to. I love y'all." At that moment, we all

began to hug and kiss and say "I love you." Then we opened

gifts.

The next day, we all went to church to commemorate

Daddy's death. As it would happen, it was the same day as

his funeral the year before.

The family gathering was a healing process for all ofus.

It brought a sense of security, knowing that Mom and Dad
had left us each other. When I decided to celebrate

Christmas in February for my sister, in my mind I knew it

was odd, but in my heart I knew it was right.



Misner's Masamune, Thomas Misner, Information Systems

Dark Angel

Frostbound net strains the vast

emptiness of space, extracting

the lightless element from which

broken hearts are sculpted.

My thirsting soul longs to taste

her fountain of raven tresses-

to steal a poisonous drought

from two pools of fluid night.

In throes of death, I watch through

tear-filled eyes as she chooses her

next victim-

powerless to prevent his pain and

terrified by the innocence of her hunger.

Jody Fulghum, Associate in Science

Spare Not Your Whip

A finer thing there never was to be:

Celestial Dragon, once tame-now free.

Hard scales quickly form to protect soft hide,

Sharp arrows-even Cupid's-turn aside.

Then claws and teeth, the weapons of power

Establish status, strongest lords cower.

Now heavy leather wings unfurl for flight;

Some worship, some envy, most flee in fright.

Through the jaws spout flames of destruction,

Passion and pain, volatile combustion.

Dearheart, worry not for torturing me,

A finer thing there never was to be.

Jody Fulghum, Associate in Science
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Whopper Rules; Big Mac Drools

Darlene Wilson, Associate in Arts

Although both Burger King and McDonald's are superior fast food restaurants,

Burger King's Whopper towers over McDonald's Big Mac as a supreme hamburger. First

of all, the Whopper weighs in at the puny cost of $ 1 .99 plus 6% sales tax totaling about

$2.10 while the BigMac weighs in at the monstrous cost of$2 .04 plus 6% sales tax totaling

about $2.17. Second, the differences in the condiments are numerous. To illustrate, the

Whopper is a festivity of fresh veggies: lively lettuce, taunting tomatoes, outrageous

onions, and peppy pickles. On the other hand, the Big Mac is a famine ofdecaying lettuce,

dehydrated onions, two tired pickles, and an unknown secret sauce. Third, the taste ofthe

two burgers is entirely different. The Whopper has a flame-broiled taste as if the burger

were cooked in one's own back yard. The grand explosion offresh lettuce, tomato, onions,

and pickles makes for a medley of flavors frolicking on one's taste buds. In contrast, the

burger on the Big Mac tastes as if it has been stewing in a water-based broth since the

morning before. The combination of decaying lettuce, two drooping pickles, flavorless

onions, and the unknown secret sauce gives one only a taunting taste on the tongue. These

things make the taste of the Big Mac undesirable, not living up to the McDonald's

reputation. Therefore, for a minimal cost, more condiments, and superb taste, customers

should consider going to Burger King for a Whopper instead ofgoing to McDonald's for

a Big Mac.

Branch of Apples, Melody Reeves, Mechanical Engineering Technology
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Kaleidoscope, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art

Cancer Motel

Welcome to the Cancer Motel with single rooms only $900 a night;

A continental breakfast served with bed pan;

A guaranteed wake-up every hour;

Reclining beds with forty uncomfortable positions;

A white brick wall view;

Free movie channel featuring Live Women Mooning and Bald Beauty and Chemo Body.

After you check out of the Cancer Motel,

A nurse will provide you with a bell service and an escort to your car.

Barbara Wruck, Medical Transcription



Window of Lines, Sarah Lampson, Associate in Fine Arts - Art



My Hard-Working Grandmother

Reid Lee, Criminal Justice

As a child growing up in the 1 920' s, my grandmother

had many responsibilities. Her father required that she

learn what hard work was at a very early age. As wife and

mother, she continued to have even more responsibilities

and to work very hard. Even though much of her life was

determined by things beyond her control, she never gave

up. From her childhood to her golden years, my

grandmother was a very hard-working, independent

person.

The second of seven children and the oldest girl, my

grandmother not only had to work in the fields chopping

weeds out of crops, picking cotton, gathering corn, and

helping in tobacco; she also had to help her mother and

take care of the younger children. By age thirteen she

could pick three hundred pounds of cotton per day. Her

father, a well-known, prominent businessman and

farmer, always had plenty ofwork for her to do and saw to

it that she stayed busy. When she was not in school, she

was working.

In 1925, at age seventeen, my grandmother married.

She and her husband had three children, two boys and a

girl. When the children were two, four, and six years old,

their father committed suicide. My grandmother moved

back to her father's property into one of his houses with

her three children. Her father gave her some land to tend,

and she set out to make the most of her opportunity. Left

with the full responsibility of providing for her children,

she was determined to make a good living for them and

herself. She planted corn, beans, cotton, and tobacco. She

worked as hard as any man from sunup to sundown, all the

while caring for her children. A few years later she hired

a couple of people to help her out with her farming. The

Great Depression then began to take its toll on everyone.

Still determined to provide for her family, she continued

to work very hard taking care of her crops. With the

outbreak of World War II in 1939, the army drafted her

helpers, leaving her alone again to tend the crops and

provide for her children. The next three years were very

difficult. Even though she continued to work in the fields

from sunrise to sunset, she had a hard time supporting her

family. Therefore, in early 1 942, she left her sons in the

care ofher older brother and her daughter in the care ofher

mother to attend welding school in Charlotte. On

December 5, 1942, my grandmother graduated from

welding school at the top of her class.

Next she went to Tampa, Florida, where she worked

in the shipyard as a master welder, saving every penny she

could. She was determined that some day she would own

her own land. In 1945, she remarried and with her new

husband moved back from Florida. With money she had

saved while working in the shipyard and money he had

saved while in the army, they bought a house and a sixty-

acre farm. Together they cleared the fields. My
grandmother worked day after day alongside her husband,

picking up roots and stumps from the ground so they could

plant their crops. She would cook lunch and dinner early

in the morning before going to the fields. When she came

in for lunch, she would wash clothes before heading back

to the fields. At night she would do her housecleaning,

sewing, mending, and anything else that needed to be

done. On those rare times when there was no work to do in

the fields, my grandmother would work in her flower beds

and clean up her yard.

My grandmother was always busy doing something.

Neighbors called her "the hardest-working woman in the

area." She just loved to work. I cannot remember ever

seeing my grandmother when she was not doing some

kind of work, except on Sundays. Now her health has

failed. No longer can she be the hard worker she has

always been, but to this very day, she still likes to talk

about working. As she has always said of herself, "I'd

rather wear out than rust out."
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Memories, Julie Maines, Special Credit

Day Off, Mildred Williams, Special Credit
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Slumber Frost

The earth lies in sudden slumber

Inhaling frozen breaths

As an early morning grumbler

Wakes to Winter's icy deaths

For the earth, all is expression

Of what lies in silent suppression

Beneath the sun's yawning nod

Beneath the sleeping soil we trod

The earth lies in slumber

Rebecca Whitman, Jump Start

Consolation

Mid-March,

Weary of watching

For snow that never comes,

I face the Southern fact

And look to spring

For certain snow

Of dogwood blossoms.

Rosalyn Lomax
Liberal Arts Instructor

Flowers, Julie Maines, Special Credit

The Birth of Morning

I wish you could see what I have seen

The crystal changing of the emerald green

The gold layering the trees

With autumn turn of leaves

The icy breath of morning

Winter's wake adorning

Beauty still abounds on earth

In the waking of its birth

Rebecca Whitman, Jump Start

Biology's Song

The splendor of a leaf of grass

The thrill ofmorning rain

The mystery of a mustard seed

All speak Creation's name

In rapturous harmony

In melody sweet

They sing the song of life

The glory in a tulip

The triumph in a cactus

Biology's mysteries

God's evidence we can see.

Rebecca Whitman, Jump Start
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A Kind of Drought

What's it like to long for snow

to stay up late looking out

listening for hoar frost

on pansies, on pines

to know you've been deprived

of that whitening cover

the chance to come clean

once a year, maybe, here

where snow means pure peace

and traffic stopped and noise.

What's it like to long for snow

to wake up after dreaming

that the faery flakes fell

thick and furry on the pines

and then to see burnt grass

dried trees, another grey day.

What's it like.

Margaret Boothe Baddour

Humanities Instructor

Water Droplets

Sarah Lampson

Associate in Fine Arts - Art
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Listen Up

Oil slicks drip from mountainous minds,

greasing the palms, muting the lapping,

sucking sounds of greed from the shores between you and me.

But now's the time to celebrate the dawning of our great new age.

Can you hear the pleas of those who've been left behind

over the whir of hard drives and virtual lives spinning up?

Over the sounds of lumber tumbling to make room for the great divide

between you and me and us and them?

The din within that once was grace has been replaced

by the rapid-fire blitz of eleventh-hour penance.

Gone are the misty mornings spent smelling fresh-cut grass

or tending gardens and dirtying knees.

Do-it-yourselfers have gone to plug and play interfaces.

Through sockets the plaintive become flickering images.

The grounds where they sleep lose their sickly sweet smells and icy touches.

The cold concrete canopy hides them all from view.

Hustling, bustling mobs of victims and victimizers,

the souls sold and bodies bought are but cash crops to the wicked reapers.

Whoring, ravenous street-trash wearing rags or three-piece suits

wave enlistment papers into the army of our age.

Shouting, extolling the virtues of the hyper-modern war,

the virtues of a fight fought without bloodshed or shots fired,

while the volleys of foreclosed mortgages and credits denied

mow down the faceless sheep with incomparable lethality.

And the booming report of mothers and fathers hitting the floor

makes a sickening sound that can't be heard in the

thickening silence of the soundproofed room.

Bodies pile up but don't quite reach the window of the office with a view.

And above it all, the click of cogs,

drowning out the sounds of meaningless toil.

The raw odor of exploitation masks the scent of blood-drenched fists.

The clanging of the freight train passing makes an impenetrable wall of sound.

But the blood that is on my hands, your hands, our hands dries on us all.

Not undoing is the same as doing nothing is the same as

asking tomorrow to do the same it did today.

We who are so many who could do so much do so little.

Or nothing.

Are you listening to me? To them? Can't you hear it?

The plaintive plea? The punch-clock rhythm of wasted life.

The higher dreams that are yours and theirs and mine are victims all, trampled underfoot,

the sounds of our melodies drowned out by the clamor of the grind.

Michael B. Jones, Associate in Arts
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Numb

I can't hear,

Feel,

See what's inside.

I can't prepare you for what others

hide.

I can't tell you why life is so numb.

It's just feelings,

Frozen on my tongue.

I can't run,

Hide,

Escape this chilling I feel inside.

My heart is bound by bars of steel.

I can't heal.

It's just not real.

I'm numb.

Angela Turner, Associate in Science

Once Upon A Time

Angela Agugui

Associate in Arts

Dark Side of the Sun
Kristrina Williams

Associate in Fine Arts Art

Flowers

A conversation with the dead

They understand the meaning of life they told me
Like being a flower in the summer's breeze

Gentleness among them

No worry of the future in store for them

They can see our doings

Feel the hatred and love

Listen for what they tell you

It is the truth of what is becoming

Too much to take inside

Listen to those voices within the mind

Steve Miller, Business Administration
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Renaissance Editors' Routine

Edit! Edit! Cut, cut, cut!

Never say we're in a rut.

Every issue is unique,

And our job is to critique!

Can't we save this one good line?

This sounds like a Valentine!

Well, we need a page on love.

But thatpoem 's not a cut above.

Here's some great alliteration.

And she 's got imagination.

What about some music here?

Butyou say that eveiyyear.

Let's save this page for a sonnet.

No, it has self-portraits on it.

How's the art work look this year?

Pat says that we need notfear.

What will on the cover go?

We've exhausted our rainbow.

Maybe something will turn up.

A hummingbird? A buttercup?

These short stories are too long.

This page needs a different song.

Love this essay's snappy name.

But the content 's not the same.

What we need is lighter wit,

But this cartoon doesn 'tfit.

Where's the rest of this essay?

Not the page I threw away?

See ifKelly can retrieve it.

Otherwise we '11 have to leave it.

Kathryn put that comma in;

Rosalyn took it out again.

Paula put it right back in.

Rosalyn took it out again.

No wonder Marian retired-

Her endurance had expired!

Will we ever make our date?

These deadlines we really hate.

Grace 's graces will not last

Ifwe don 't getfinishedfast.

What should go on page fourteen?

What does this poem really mean?
Did the writer have a dream?

Or a nightmare with a scream?

Shorten lines to make tetrameter.

Who wrote this? I don 't remember her.

I have read this twenty times.

This poem has too many rhymes.

Maybe we should take a break.

Could we get a piece ofcake?

Piece of cake? This magazine?

It's the hardest job I've seen.

Do you think we're getting punchy?

This page still looks rather bunchy.

This guy failed to sign a release-

Should we call the campus police?

This one said that we could edit!

But he didn 't know we 'd cut it.

Edit! Edit! Cut, cut, cut!

We cannot be in a rut.

We must finish up at once

So we'll have our Renaissance

Rosalyn Lomax,

Liberal Arts Instructor

Free to Fly, Julie Maines, Special Credit
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